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Hood SR 600



SR 600 offers respiratory, head and shoulder coverage, 
across a multitude of environments. The lightweight  
SR 601 and SR 602 gives an  excellent protection  
against a wide range of  contaminants, in many  
industrial sectors. 

The hoods offer an optimum breathing protection  
when used with Sundstrom’s SR 500, SR 700 or SR 500 EX 
fan units, equipped with our  extensive range of filters.  
The SR 601 and SR 602 hoods provide exceptional high 
protection because of the pressure generated in the  
hood, this even when the user have facial hair.

The hood and fan unit combinations can be used  
as an alternative to tight fitting masks, particularly  
in situations where the work is intensive, hot or  
of long duration.

Hood SR 600

Hood SR 601 
is manufactured from a  
non-woven  material with fully 
welded seams, giving  excellent 
protection against particles and 
liquids. 

The non- woven neck seal 
 provides high levels of both 
comfort and safety assurance.

Hood SR 602 

is manufactured from a strong 
 laminated fabric. It has welded 
and taped seams  protecting not  
only against particles, but addi-
tionally  offering an exceptional 
barrier  against organic and  
inorganic chemicals. 

An easily adjustable neck seal  
in  cotton, offers a higher level  
of  comfort and protection.

An innovative and comfortable hood  
series with multi-adjustable head  
harness, including an airflow deflector 
that offer the highest respiratory  
protection level, with an excellent  
fit and comfort.



PETG VISOR offering  
great chemical resistance

REPLACEABLE HOOD

PROTECT THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM, 
head and shoulders

REPLACEABLE PROTECTIVE 
FILM

REPLACEABLE 
FLEXIBLE  
BREATHING  
HOSE

ADJUSTABLE  
NECK SEAL  
(SR 602)

APPROVED in class TH3  
with fan unit

HEAD HARNESS  
with several adjustment  
options for best fit

AIRFLOW DEFLECTOR  
for optimal comfort



Find your system

Easy replaceable hood

Replacable hood for SR 601 Replacable hood for SR 602

Pull over. Attach. Adjust.

Choose a suitable fan unit for your work and environment. 

SUNDSTRÖM SAFETY AB

Västergatan 4
SE-341 50 Lagan
Sweden
Telephone: +46 10 484 87 00

srsafety.com

Fan unit  SR 500 Fan unit  SR 700

Fan unit  SR 500 EX
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